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As stated before, you have to download and extract each file. The file with the extension.exe is the
installer file. The extension is hidden, but you can open it. After you download the file and save it to
your hard drive, double click the setup file that you just downloaded. When the setup file starts, you
will be asked to accept the terms and conditions. If this is the first time you have installed a game
through Steam, you will be given the option to "Install it later". Just accept the option to install the

game. It will take few seconds to download. And then, you will be prompted to restart the computer.
Follow the onscreen instructions to restart the computer. You will be asked to log back into Windows

and play the game. This brand new, official edition of Microsoft Flight Simulator X takes you flying
one of the worlds most incredible machines: the Boeing 747. Explore the globe in the longhaul seat,

or lounge around, and soak up some views of the planet as you fly. Complete the list of airports
(more than 24,000) and learn how to handle the world's most popular plane. Microsoft Flight

Simulator X: Steam Edition adds a ton of new features and content to the classic. This means in-
game maps, new and updated scenery, new aviation classes and more. Let's take a look at the new

features and content that make this one of the most compelling flight simulators. Each mission has a
tutorial so even if youre experienced, itll help you get up to speed. When you start the game a free

flight around the island. Fly over the world's most popular destinations. Explore a vast list of airports
to choose where you want to go. You can also take a look at different airplane classes. Microsoft

Flight Simulator X: Steam Edition is the best Microsoft Flight Simulator available.
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2015 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft and Windows are trademarks of the
Microsoft group of companies. (c) 2015 Dovetail Games, a trading name of RailSimulator.com

Limited (DTG). All rights reserved. Dovetail Games is a registered trademark of Dovetail Games
Limited. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Unauthorised copying,
adaptation, rental, re-sale, arcade use, charging for use, broadcast, cable transmission, public

performance, distribution or extraction of the product or any trademark or copyright work that forms
part of this product is prohibited. Do you dream of flying? Want to feel what it's like to be up there in

the sky? Become your own pilot in Microsoft Flight Simulator X and experience the freedom to
explore the skies in a world of 24,000 accurate destinations. With 24,000 locations, the most

accurate flight modeling ever. Land on any airport around the world, fly to any destination in 24,000
airports around the world, and feel the smell of the humid air up close. This beautiful game was

created as a gift to the Microsoft Flight Simulator community by the creative people at Microsoft's
Flight Simulator franchise. We set out to create a fully featured flight simulator with a new look, feel

and content. We have stepped into the future of flight, filled with amazing graphics and content
created from the ground up by our community of flight sim enthusiasts. This gorgeous game
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contains the G-FORCE Edition of DirectX 9, every Windows Update included, the Steam library,
Steam cloud support, 12 months of free multiplayer access, the DLC of "Airport Hangar" and "Flight

Control" plus a Steam CD Key in the box. A great big thank you to the talented developer Dingo
Games Team for creating such a beautiful package. 5ec8ef588b
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